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The range plays homage to 70’s athleisure sportswear; the trend taking over Gen Z and 
Millennial markets. 

Market leading Australian-brand MoveActive has just released a 1970’s-inspired Varsity collection, 
which includes statement grip socks in preppy colours and styles, as well as eco-friendly cork yoga 
and pilates mats, sweat towels, resistance bands and more. The Melbourne-designed range includes 
vegan and natural materials such as recyclable cork and cotton, and all products are packaged in 
sustainable packaging.

The Collection

The F/W 22’ collection blends function and style, and includes more than 22 product SKUs across 
apparel, fitness accessories and equipment.

Preppy Volley Point, Ace and Love and Cheetah Volley and Peach as well as Grey 
Marle and Blush Button are the new classic low-rise grip sock styles, referencing preppy, vintage 
sports clubs that younger generations are turning into big trends online.

Other grip-sock products within the collection include popular crew, slide-on and ballet styles in 
preppy colour ways; and are all made from 75% natural cotton fibre.

The range includes MoveActive’s most eco-products to date, made from eco-cork and natural tree 
rubber. The 100% biodegradable Eco Yoga Mat and Pilates Reformer Mat are engineered for 
superior grip functionality.

An exciting product addition to the brand, Yoga Mat Carry Bags have been included in the range, in 
black, khaki and blush - made from 100% cotton canvas.

Accessories and equipment within the collection include Black and Navy Cotton Non-Slip 
Resistance Bands, Cork and Khaki Yoga Blocks and absorbent microfibre Gym Towels.

Founder, Melissa Pain talks of her excitement for the range:

https://moveactive.com.au/collections/varsity


“I am so excited at the direction we are taking at MoveActive to become a more 
sustainable brand - our new Varsity range is the beginning of the exciting innovation we 
are taking with our products. Introducing eco cork to our range is just the beginning of 

what we have in store, and our biggest focus this year is our sustainability efforts; 
ensuring visibility throughout the entire supply chain.” 

Product Details

Classic Low Rise Grip Socks - Preppy Volley Ace, Preppy Volley Love, Preppy Volley Point, 
Peach Cheetah, Cheetah Volley, Grey Marle Button, Blush Button and Navy and White Ruffle. 
AUD $21.95.

Crew Non-Slip Grip Socks - Preppy Ribbed Navy, Slide-on Non-Slip Grip Socks - Peach 
Cheetah, Ballet Non-Slip Grip Socks - Blush and Marle Grey Pinstripe and Preppy Volley Ace. 
AUD $21.95.

Pilates Reformer Mats - Scattered Dots and Cork. AUD $79.

Luxe Eco Yoga Mats - Khaki and Natural. AUD $109. 

Yoga Mat Carry Bags - Khaki, Black and Blush. AUD $54.

Gym Towel - Khaki and Pink Cheetah* (coming soon). AUD $23.

Resistance Bands - Light Classic Black and Medium Royal Navy. AUD $28.

Yoga Blocks - Eco Cork and Khaki. AUD $26.

All products are available now at MoveActive.com.au

ABOUT MOVEACTIVE

A leading authority in the pilates and movement space for more than a decade, MoveActive is a 
pioneer for innovative design, superior quality, attention-to-detail and supreme functionality and has 
more than 3,000 stockists globally.

https://moveactive.com.au/collections/varsity


Born from the desire to create stylish, comfortable and functional grip socks for the modern pilates 
and yoga enthusiast, MoveActive is committed to constantly evolving and perfecting their design to 
ensure they stay ahead of trends. 
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